Features of Pro-gard’s Safestop Anti-theft System

- **Always-On Tamper Proof Design**
  - Once turned on, systems anti-theft functions allow the vehicle to remain running while removing the ignition key. With ignition key removed, the shifter is locked and anti-theft functions cannot be overridden by turning off the toggle switch.
  - Once activated, the anti-theft functions can only be deactivated if the key is in the ignition.

- **Automatic Function**
  - With system on, anti-theft functions are activated via the removal of the ignition key - no additional steps or processes to remember.
  - The vehicle maintains functionality of all electrical accessories including: heat, A/C, radio, TV/video surveillance equipment, computer, lights, life saving devices, etc.

- **Hands Free Activation**
  - Can be wired to automatically activate when the light bar or siren is turned on.

- **Plug-and-Play Installation**
  - Plug-and-play connectors for easy installations*

- **Gun Lock Secure**
  - Eliminates access to weapon racks with an electronic gun lock once anti-theft functions are activated. Weapon will remain locked even if the momentary switch is pushed.

- **Trunk Lock Secure**
  - Eliminates access to trunk via the factory trunk latch once anti-theft functions are activated.

- **Brake Pedal-Engine Override**
  - Can be wired to instantly kill the engine via the brake pedal when anti-theft system is activated.

*Safestop Vehicle Anti-theft Systems never need shut down thus never leaving your vehicles unprotected.

Turn it on. Leave it on.

**Gun Lock Secure**
Prevents access to electronic weapon mount even when momentary switch is pressed

**Trunk Lock Secure**
Prevents access to trunk even when factory trunk latch release is pressed

**Brake Pedal Override**
Kills engine with compression of brake pedal
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